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Ordinance, a critical series, issues nonfiction writing in the areas
of contemporary poetics, philosophy, politics, and technology.
Ordinance as in coordination, ordinal points, and incendiary
potential. Ordinance offers essays and other texts with greater
stamina than yesterday’s feed. Each chapbook in the series is
handmade, perfect bound, and portable.
The Ordinance series is available by subscription ($35.00 for
all). Individual titles may be purchased ($7.00) and free PDF
downloads will be available at Kenningeditions.com
Ordinance authors include Daniel Borzutsky, Julietta Cheung,
Andrew Durbin, Daniel Spangler, and Cassandra Troyan. More to
come. Check the website for updates to the ongoing list, and to
subscribe.

Ta r n a c , a p r e p a r a t o r y a c t
BY Jean-Marie Gleize
ISBN: 9780984647538 2014
Edited and translated by Joshua Clover with Abigail Lang and
Bonnie Roy.
Jean-Marie Gleize was born in Paris in 1946. He was thus of an
age to be a Maoist and militant in 1968, identifications he retains
to this day. He published his first book (on Francis Ponge) in 1981,
and became a professor at l’Université d’Aix-en-Provence as well
as at the prestigious l’École normale supérieure de Lyon where
he would direct the Centre d’études poétiques from 1999-2009.
In addition to his scholarly work on modern and contemporary
French, Arabic, and American poetry, he would enter the first
rank of French poets (or “post-poets,” as is sometimes said),
aesthetically affiliated with peers such as Emmanuel Hocquard,
Anne-Marie Albiach, and Claude Royet-Journoud. Gleize has
published over twenty books in France.
Published in 2011 by Editions du Seuil, Tarnac, un acte
préparatoire interrogates in poetic form the fallout from and
precedent for the notorious cause célèbre of the “Tarnac Nine”—
associated with the Invisible Committee, pseudonymous authors
of The Coming Insurrection. It is his Anglo-American debut fulllength.
Gleize’s trope of the “musical,” as opposed to the literary, is inseparable from the possibility of the
“Euro” as capital readjusts to a hypostatized economic “commons” that absorbs all expression. But
not, importantly, impression. Suffice it to say Tarnac is required reading for those interested in new
possibilities in poetics and politics.--Tyrone Williams, Jacket2

The Compleat Purge
BY Tr i s h a L o w
ISBN: 9780984647552 2013
Trisha Low is just another feminist, confessional writer trying to
find a good way to deal with all her literary dads. She siphons the
remix culture of social media into the binge and purge cycle of
an engrossing read, with the emphasis on gross. She reads the
diaries of teenage girls, their blog comments and love letters;
she dresses like one in performance then throws up fake blood
on herself. She once surveyed the reactions of Catholic fathers to
scripted confessionals she made regarding rough sex with men,
secretly recorded the conversations, and transcribed the tapes.
The results were anthologized by a major university press.
The Compleat Purge is her first book.
Trisha Low is an electric writer and performer whose work rejects easy categorization. She
manhandles sex, race, and the rigidities of form. She’s self-deprecating but unapologetic, with a voice
like a post-doc teenage girl—rebellious and giggly but rigorously intelligent, with a talent so powerful
she had to write a book with it.--Sarah Gerard, BOMB
…being a teen who learned to masturbate to the internet, talking to strangers in chat rooms while
assuming false identities for the thrill of feeling you could become anything without moving from
your chair. Trisha Low’s The Compleat Purge might be one of the most complete internet-age
archives of that feeling.--Blake Butler, VICE

PQRS
BY Patrick Durgin
ISBN: 9780984647576 2013
PQRS is a poets theater script with initials for names and
functions for characters. It is about linguistic contagion and
statist collusion, the fate of labor and play as literary genre (i.e.
“essay”), the utility of public art and site-specificity in the postmedium age, the plasticity of gender, the metaphysics of lyric
address, and several other topics. It was written between 1998
and 2012, mostly toward the end of that period.
Patrick Durgin is coauthor of The Route (Atelos, 2008, with
Jen Hofer) and has published numerous chapbooks, including
Imitation Poems (2006) and Color Music (2002). His series of
commentaries on visual prosody, Witness, was published in
the fall of 2014 at Jacket2. He also makes artist’s books, two of
which--Daughter and Singles--are available from Kenningeditions.
com
Reminiscent of Guy Debord’s The Society of the Spectacle, albeit in an intensified and wildly fluid
twenty-first century context, Patrick Durgin’s essay-as-poetics script releases a discursive energy
typically suppressed in theater. This is a theater of compressed time, bursting within the seams of
global capital’s themes. A spooky and illuminating work.--Carla Harryman

Propagation
BY Laura Elrick
ISBN: 9780984647583 2012
PROPAGATION’s minimalist scoring belies an obsession with the
gestural repleteness of discourse, with what poet and linguist
Henri Meschonnic called the embodied aptitude of language
(“a poem is an activity, not a product”). One central activity of
this poem is listening, to language public and private, living and
mediated, and to texts we read silently or aloud to one another.
A series, the poems in PROPAGATION also test audible vectors
by sifting and colliding, graphing and distilling. What emerges
is both residue and metamorphosis: a materialist sensing of the
complex ecosystems of language and experience.
Laura Elrick is the author of FANTASIES IN PERMEABLE
STRUCTURES (Factory School, 2005), and SKINCERITY
(Krupskaya, 2003). Her psychogeographically-inspired research
and performance works include the oppositional cartography
Blocks Away (2010), the video-poem Stalk (2008), and a
sound work, 5 Audio Pieces for Doubled Voice (2005). Her
work also appears in Against Expression: An Anthology of
Conceptual Writing, VIZ. INTER-ARTS EVENT: A TRANS- GENRE
ANTHOLOGY, and ECO LANGUAGE READER. She teaches poetry
and poetics at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, NY.
Laura Elrick’s Propagation deploys repetition with a difference to mimic the shifting structures of
trauma. However, Elrick, drawing on the rhetoric of art, poetics, media and psychiatry, expands the
field. Trauma is here the internalization of normative development, the ways the different, the other,
the disturbing—in short, violence—is absorbed and domesticated. Specifically, Elrick’s “affective
physics of discourse” explores, at the level of the poetic line, word and syllable, the socio- and
psycho-linguistics of the “turn” to affective criticism in recent years.--Tryrone Williams, Jacket2

Some Math
BY Bill Luoma
ISBN: 9780976736462 2011
In Some Math, the syncopations of poetry meet the (ir)regularity
of mathematical equations. Consider the “story problems” of
high school math class. When encountering the word “and,”
replace it with the addition symbol “+.” When encountering the
word “of,” replace it with the multiplication symbol “x.” Now
reverse the process. The result is a series of sound poems that
both employ and interrogate the global language of systems and
networks. Astrophysics. Computer science. Short tetrameters.
Long dactyls. 9/11. US military strategy. The energy pathways of
acupuncture. The fish ladders of Gmail. The wires and electrodes
of torture. The swirling products of global capital. Mathematician
Benjamin Pierce called his field “the science that draws necessary
conclusions.” You do the math.
Bill Luoma is the author of Works and Days, Dear Dad, Swoon
Rocket, and Western Love.
Reading Bill Luoma’s Some Math is like facing a linguistic hurricane… I’m reminded of science fiction,
where sometimes the point of language is less to sketch a clearly understood scenario than to whip
up a futuristic maelstrom. Luoma’s maelstrom concerns language itself, and he presents us with a
future in which omnivorous English gets still more ravenous, gobbling up strands of acupuncture
lingo, crumbling Euro-prefixes, and ragged lines of code..--Lightsy Darst, Rain Taxi

Ambient Parking Lot
BY Pamela Lu
ISBN: 9780976736431 2011
Part fiction, part earnest mockumentary, Ambient Parking
Lot follows a band of musicians as they wander the parking
structures of urban downtown and greater suburbia in quest of
the ultimate ambient noise, one that promises to embody their
historical moment and deliver them up to the heights of their selfimportant artistry. Along the way, they make sporadic forays into
lyric while contending with doubts, delusions, miscalculations,
mutinies, and minor triumphs. This saga peers into the wreckage
of a post 9/11 landscape and embraces the comedy and
poignancy of failed utopia.
Pamela Lu is also the author of Pamela: A Novel and The Private
Listener. Pamela: A Novel is on the decade’s bestsellers list from
Small Press Distribution. Portions of Ambient Parking Lot were
previously published in Chicago Review and Harper’s. Her writing
also appears in the anthologies Bay Poetics and Biting the Error,
and has been published in periodicals such as 1913, Antennae,
Call, Chain, Chicago Review, Fascicle and Harper’s. She lives and
works in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Pamela Lu targets art movements of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, gleefully eviscerating
avant-garde pieties, cherished literary truths, and pop-cultural bromides alike. And yet, despite these
satirical hijinks, Ambient Parking Lot ultimately raises questions that might apply more broadly
to those of us who enjoy taking our news and our humor in one fell Colbertian swoop..--Amanda
Davidson, The Believer
Ambient music comes to be from the actions of two people—Brian Eno and Judy Nylon—forgotten
when reading Eno’s heroic version of the story. In its quiet yet grand statements about creativity,
community, and individual practice, Ambient Parking Lot abstracts this conversation between the
singular, immobile creator and the communal creation, projecting it onto a canvas of small acts of
comfort.--Devin King, Make Magazine

Insomnia and the Aunt
BY Ta n L i n
ISBN: 9780976736479 2011
Insomnia and the Aunt is an ambient novel composed of black
and white photographs, postcards, Google reverse searches,
letters, appendices, an index to an imaginary novel, re-runs and
footnotes. The aunt in question can’t sleep. She runs a motel in
the Pacific Northwest. She likes watching Conan O’Brien late at
night. She may be the narrator’s aunt or she may be an emanation
of a TV set. Structured like everybody’s scrapbook, and blending
fiction with non-fictional events, Insomnia and the Aunt is about
identities taken and given up, and about the passions of an
immigrant life, rebroadcast as furniture. Ostensibly about a young
man’s disintegrating memory of his most fascinating relative,
or potentially a conceptualist take on immigrant literature, it is
probably just a treatment for a prime-time event that, because no
one sleeps in motels, lasts into the late night and daytime slots.
Tan Lin is the author of over ten books, including Heath Course
Pak, Bib. Rev. Ed., 7 Controlled Vocabularies and Obituary 2004.
The Joy of Cooking, Plagiarism/Outsource, Ambience is a Novel
with a Logo, BlipSoak01, and Lotion Bullwhip Giraffe. His work
has appeared in numerous journals including Conjunctions,
Artforum, Criticism, boundary2, Cabinet, New York Times Book
Review, Art in America, and Purple. His video, theatrical and
LCD work have been shown at Artists Space, the Marianne
Boesky Gallery, the Yale Art Museum, Sophienholm Museum
(Copenhagen), Ontological Hysterical Theatre, and as part of the
Whitney Museum of American Art’s Soundcheck Series. Lin is the
recipient of a 2012 Foundation for Contemporary Arts Grant for
Poetry, a Getty Distinguished Scholar Grant for 2004-2005 as
well as a Warhol Foundation/Creative Capital Arts Writing Grant
to complete a booklength study of the writings of Andy Warhol. 7
Controlled Vocabularies and Obituary. 2004. The Joy of Cooking
received the Association for American Studies Award for Poetry/
Literature in 2010. He has taught at the University of Virginia and
Cal Arts, and currently teaches creative writing at New Jersey
City University. He received a Ph.D from Columbia University.
When mass media so completely mediates our experience, can’t it be said this media casts a magic
spell on us that makes us intelligible, coheres us into couples, families, the units of society? Can the
events of our lives be said to have meaning without a group delusion that sublimates individuality?
Lin walks to the edge of a sheer drop and imagines what it would be like to jump.--Pepper Luboff,
Drunken Boat
Lin’s book, with its central themes of family history, death, and repetition winding dizzyingly together
like a glossy Chinese finger trap for the intellect, startled me with its elegiac atmosphere: for all its
detached accounts of television reruns and mini-treatises on the beauty of lies, I found Insomnia and
the Aunt to be a terrifically somber, heartfelt text.--Sueyeun Juliette Lee, Constant Critic

Left Having
BY Jesse Seldess
ISBN: 9780976736486 2011
Left Having is Jesse Seldess’ second full length book of poetry.
Seldess is the author of Who Opens and chapbooks from Instance
Press, Hand Held Editions, Answer Tag Home Press, and the
Chicago Poetry Project.
Left Having is a virtuoso performance of contending forces: subject and object, I and you, the will
behind utterance and the will of utterance itself. In these deftly musical poems, language (object)
turns into subject, always escaping the speaker’s will. Seldess takes us on a highly pleasurable
journey into the materiality of semes, but behind the pleasure lies an urgency: how a hair’s-breadth
difference between two words can translate to chasms of difference in meaning. What if the word
were liable, what if it were reliable? The slipperiness of the signifier in Seldess’s inquiry into the
conditional questions the very routes that events take to unfold. The brilliant final section is an
investigation into the intersection of deixis and time, the certainty implied by pointing thwarted
constantly by the delay in finding the word—the act of writing’s inherent deixis questioned,
challenged. In Left Having, Jesse Seldess has given us a magnificent meditation on utterance itself.-Donna Stonecipher
Seldess’s uses of repetition here and throughout this collection function, as Gertrude Stein argued,
more as forms of insistence than replication. One of the chief effects of repetition is to destabilize the
authority of the information contained in the repetitive gesture: in this case, the repetition, especially
with subtle variation, of key lines suggests an incompleteness to the poem’s inquiry at the same time
as it questions the effectiveness of that inquiry itself. “I left the ending to be reformed,” Seldess writes
later in this sequence, reminding us that to “reform” means both to convert as well as to correct. Also,
of course, the line suggests that the I has left the sequence in order itself to be reformed: the poem’s
own speaker will be changed by the experience of exploring inchoate moments of history.--Julia
Bloch, The Volta

Waveform
BY Amber DiPietra and Denise Leto
ISBN: 9780976736493 2011
WAVEFORM documents an aqueous, stop-start conversation
between two women poets with disabilities. The idea of
suspension—being held back, held over, or held by larger bodies,
especially water—serves as pivot point for a manuscript that
begins with the problem of rising from bed in the morning, of
gravity and the ankle, of making muscles that control speech
contract and release. Quotidian rituals like listing provide
structure while large marine creatures open this epistolary work
to a kind of chronic floating.
Amber diPietra is a woman with multiple disabilities, a poet/
performance artist, a sex worker, and a disability advocate. She
has published Waveform (Kenning Editions) with Denise Leto
and her work has appeared in the anthologies Beauty is a Verb
(Cinco Puntos Press) and Somatic Engagements (ChainLinks
Press) as well as various periodicals. She has performed in San
Francisco at Yerba Buena Gardens with Axis Dance and as a her
own solo installation at the Museum of Modern Art. She recently
performed in Desert/ed Bodies, as part of the Somatechnics
international conference in Tucson. Her art is intertwined in her
daily work practice as a sexological bodyworker (in places where
it is legal) and an all-pupurpse intimacy coach in other sites, like
St. Petersburg, FL where she currently lives and soaks in healing,
tropical air.
Denise Leto is a poet, writer, and editor exploring different
forms of media and performance. She wrote the libretto/book of
poems published by North Beach Press for the collaborative and
multigenre performance piece, Your Body is Not a Shark, which
examined the feminist poetics of embodied difference through
music, sound art, text, and dance. Her work has appeared in a
number of journals and anthologies such as The Conversant, Los
Angeles Review, Kelsey Street Blog, Puerto del Sol, Beauty is a
Verb, Wildhorses on Fire, Aufgabe, and The Wolf Magazine. She
was awarded a poetry fellowship from the Bread Loaf Writer’s
Conference in Sicily and was the recipient of the Orlando Poetry
Prize. Denise has been an artist in residence and fellow at the
Djerassi Artist in Residence Program and numerous universities
including the University of Iowa; Naropa University; University
of California, Los Angeles; and the University of Michigan. A
collaborative essay with Jen Hofer and Amber DiPietra appears
in the anthology, The Force of What’s Possible: Writer’s on
Accessibility and the Avant Garde, NightBoat Books, 2014.
The language is dreamy, hypnotic, best read aloud while trying to find the most comfortable position
and not forgetting you have/are a body. A beautiful, difficult book that mimics the experience of
writing itself.--Kristen Stone, Limn
Waveform is a book that, in that tired phrase, truly has to be read to be appreciated. It is not for
those who seek escape in reading, but its deft translations of arthritic pain and dystonia into words
and its ingenious attempt to reconcile post-modern, avant-garde poetics with disability identity
reward the effort put into reading.--Neil Marcus, Wordgathering

The Kenning Anthology of Poets
Theater: 1945-1985
EDITED BY Kevin Killian and David
Brazil
ISBN: 9780976736455 2010
THE KENNING ANTHOLOGY OF POETS THEATER: 1945-1985
documents the emergence, growth, and varied fortunes of the
form over decades of American literary history, with a focus on
key regional movements. The largest and most comprehensive
anthology of its kind yet assembled, the volume collects classics
of poets theater as well as rarities long out of print and texts from
unpublished manuscripts and archives. It will be an indispensable
reference for students of postwar American poetry and avantgarde theater.
Among the poets featured in THE KENNING ANTHOLOGY
OF POETS THEATER are Charles Olson, John Ashbery, Frank
O’Hara, Russell Atkins, Gregory Corso, Helen Adam, Michael
McClure, James Broughton, Kenneth Koch, Jackson Mac Low,
Lorenzo Thomas, Anne Waldman, ruth weiss, Ron Padgett,
Hannah Weiner, Lew Welch, Sonia Sanchez, Joe Brainard, Bruce
Andrews, Keith Waldrop, Rosmarie Waldrop, Bob Holman and
Bob Rosenthal, Steve Benson, Ted Greenwald, Carla Harryman,
Ntozake Shange, Bob Perelman, Kit Robinson, Robert Grenier,
Alan Bernheimer, Charles Bernstein, Stephen Rodefer, Fiona
Templeton, Kenward Elmslie, and Leslie Scalapino. Also included
are previously unpublished plays by Jack Spicer, V.R. “Bunny”
Lang, James Schuyler, Robert Duncan, Madeline Gleason, Diane
di Prima, Barbara Guest, James Keilty, Theresa Hak Kyung
Cha, Johanna Drucker, and Nada Gordon. The editors provide
informative and provocative prefatory matter, including
extensive notes on each play, as well as several that fall within
the purview of the book but, for one reason or another, were
omitted, as with Pedro Pietri’s The Masses Are Asses or Jessica
Hagedorn’s Tenement Lover. Rounding out the book are
contemporary classics: LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman
and Kathy Acker’s The Birth of the Poet.
“If a dream is a rebus, what is a play?” Leave it to poets to take a perfectly good rhetorical question
such as this, from Nada Gordon’s play Distraction, and come up with multiple answers, each less
likely than the last, and all of them brimful with a belief in complete freedom of expression. With The
Kenning Anthology of Poets Theater, poets Kevin Killian and David Brazil have provided as friendly
as possible a reintroduction to a genre that, in contemporary America, at least, has some ways to
reclaim the world-historical heights of appeal it held among the ancient Greeks, the Elizabethans and
in pre-Franco Spain.--Jordan Davis, The Nation

The Pink
BY Kyle Schlesinger
ISBN: 9780976736448 2008
“THE PINK: the color of course, or the recurrent carnations
among the gathered leaves of this little bouquet, but also the
sheer force of the form, the shear of a kind of textile cut, jagged
and precise—a kind of coup de grace—not just between lines but
also opening the serrated space between letters to reveal the
‘hue’ in ‘house’ or to separate the ‘ink’ from the ‘inkling,’ the ‘blue’
from the ‘print.’ To distinguish, in other words, the abstract plan
from the material written form. In that linguistic pinking, Kyle
Schlesinger cuts both into and against the weave, an angular
slide into the inframince space of ‘the leading of a phrase’ (both
the leading question of rhetoric and the spacing of letterforms),
somewhere ‘between the chair and the thought of it’ (where chair
is the French for ‘body’), or ‘the sensation of a concept’ and ‘the
concept of a sensation.’ Here is the world, of words, in miniature,
through rose-colored magnifying glasses.”--Craig Dworkin

Hannah Weiner’s Open House
BY Hannah Weiner
EDITED BY Patrick Durgin
ISBN: 0976736411 2006
Hannah Weiner’s influence extends from the sixties New York
avant-garde, where she was part of an unprecedented confluence
of poets, performance and visual artists including Phillip Glass,
Andy Warhol, Carolee Schneeman, John Perrault, David Antin,
and Bernadette Mayer. Like fellow-traveler Jackson Mac Low, she
became an important part of the Language movement of the 70s
and 80s, yet her influence can be seen in the “New Narrative”
work stemming from the San Francisco Bay Area, as well as in
contemporary poetics. With other posthumous publications of
late, her work is being discussed by scholars in feminist studies,
poetics, and disability studies. But there does not yet exist a
representative selection spanning her decades of poetic output.
HANNAH WEINER’S OPEN HOUSE aims to remedy this with
previously uncollected (and mostly never-published) work,
including performance texts, early New York School influenced
lyric poems, odes and remembrances to / of Mac Low and Ted
Berrigan, and later “clair-style” works.
The Hannah Weiner I see in the cover photo on Hannah Weiner’s Open House expresses that happy
visionary promise of creative youth and unbounded possibilities. In profile, beautiful and upward
looking, she could be gazing into a lover’s eyes if that lover were Words or Art or Poetry or Life. She
looks like a Jewish Radcliffe girl from the 1960s with artistic aspirations, which she was. She doesn’t
look as if she would end up schizophrenic, alone, reclusive, delusional/clairvoyant, loved by her
sorely tested literary friends and supporters but ultimately beyond their reach, which she did. She
is a spiritual ancestor–a “page mother”–of many writers and aspiring creative women now, myself
included, but there has persisted a stigma or stain of craziness surrounding single women who
are creatively unorthodox, and in some ways underneath the admiration is a kind of fear, as if she
were a cautionary tale about disoriented-because-unattached female vision-creators. That is why
this photograph, the title Hannah Weiner’s Open House, and the book it frames is a tonic for the
ethical and aesthetic dilemmas surrounding Hannah, her innovative artistry, and her illness, and most
especially the critical discourse around her work. Editor Patrick Durgin’s labor of love brings Hannah
back into legible harmonious discourse, without domesticating or disempowering her poetics..--Maria
Damon
The Clairvoyant Journal records Weiner’s daily life in the three voices her typewriter could legibly
distinguish. The result is one of the most exhilarating, exhausting, and unsettling texts ever written,
words precipitating out of supersaturated solution to pop up above or below lines already too full
to parse. …The implications, for Weiner personally and for any society that might hope to include her,
are clearly terrifying, and one of the great achievements of Hannah Weiner’s Open House is that we
are allowed to glimpse the acute political consciousness with which Weiner worked through these
implications.--Peter Manson, Chicago Review,

Who Opens
BY Jesse Seldess
ISBN: 0976736411

2006

Seldess’ first full-length collection, Who Opens is, for most
readers, an astonishing debut. Repetition and minute alteration,
duration and nuance the likes of which recall and extend the work
of Gertrude Stein and John Taggart. A curator of the infamous
Discrete Series of literary and musical events in Chicago, circa
2005, from 2001-2012 Seldess edited and published Antennae, a
journal of experimental writing and language-based performance
and music scores.
A formalist poet who has found freedom in porous fixity…Seldess places all bets on the persistence
of agency in a world of submission; on the strength of “chorus,” “chord,” “harmony,” and the meaning
of voice.--David Pavelich, Chicago Review
This book feels almost more like a score for vocal performance than a conventionally lyric work
for the page–that is, until you give yourself over to the silent reading process, at which point an
imagined recitation begins suggesting itself with increasing insistency. Seldess’s sustained attention
to the combinatory possibilities surrounding a few simple phrases is energetic and energizing.--K.
Silem Mohammad, Limetree
.
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